SUMMER 2018

HOTLIST

WE LOVE PARKING NEWS

We do a lot of content curation on our social
media accounts, but most of that flies by so
quickly you don't event see it.

We also know that you have limited time to
process an entire month's worth of information.
That's where this brief guide comes in.

STAY CURRENT

It's not easy to stay current when you work on the front line
or in the field. Our quarterly publication keeps you ahead of
the curb.

THIS QUARTER'S
HIGHLIGHTS
Truck Parking
5G
Building Parking with Wood
Canadian Encounters
Eco Initiatives
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TRUCK
PARKING
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The parking industry can help by
providing adequate, well marked
and maintained rest stops.
Here's what's already underway:
Iowa DOT is implementing a real time rest
stop availability system
The US Department of Transportation
funded a $1.4 million project to implement
a real time truck parking info management
system across 8 states
Alberta is implementing strickter training
and education for truck drivers
Verizon is offering software solutions for
drivers to connect & share information
Here's the FMCSA study on causation of
large truck crashes (spoiler: it's the driver)

30%
Of semi truck
accidents are caused
by driver fatigue,
costing an average of
$59,150 per incident
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5G
Better internet for all has lots of benefits to
parking; learn the key facts and applications.
First things first: what is 5G and why do we want it?
Connected cars & autonomous vehicles: how 5G is enabling the
connectivity and speeds we need to make these technologies shine
Augmented & virtual reality: faster connections mean better tech can
be used on our smartphones and mobile devices
Healthcare: remote surgery, smarter wearable devices that transmit
better data, centralized patient records, and lots more
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CROSS LAMINATED TIMBER (CLT)
This new wood building material is being used in stadiums, residences, office
buildings, train stations - and soon enough, parking. Here's the overview.

LARGEST CLT PROJECTS
600,000

BENEFITS

performs better than
steel in a fire
allows for prefabrication
reduced construction
labor needs
strong, durable material
smaller carbon footprint
renewable resource for
raw material
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CANADIAN
ENCOUNTERS
We've already got the PIE, TPTA, and IPI
shows under our belt in 2018. If we
haven't seen you in person yet, be sure to
catch us at PIPTA, CPA, or NPA coming up
in the next quarter.
PIPTA: find Carla Marcano attending
CPA: find ParkPlus at booth 205 in the
exhibit hall (look for the orange chairs!)
NPA: hear Chelsea Webster talk about
what marketing tactics work in parking

COMPLETE PARKING
INDUSTRY TRADESHOW SCHEDULE
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ECO

INITIATIVES

With pollution and emissions at all time
highs, it's important for parking to be
part of the social change. Get informed
with these (clickable) facts and figures:
Infrastructure Canada has pleged $9.2 Billion over 11
years towards green infrastructure investments using
a Climate Lens (read more here)
Electric vehicles have come a long way; here are 5
trends for 2018 (including a used EV market and
decreasing costs of new vehicles)
Here are 10 pollution solutions to enhance the
traditional car without eliminating driving and parking
The National Parking Association (NPA) devoted their
March 2018 issue to green initiatives including
convertible garages, and ways to go green in parking

THAT'S IT!
If you enjoyed this news summary, please consider sending
it to someone else you think would as well.
New? Subscribe here
Read our past issues here
CONTACT US:
bizdev@getparkplus.com
1 844 857 7587

@getparkplus
ParkPlus System

